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Abstract
Voters are understandably concerned about election security. News reports of possible election
interference by foreign powers, of unauthorized voting, of voter disenfranchisement, and of
technological failures call into question the integrity of elections worldwide. This article examines
the suggestions that “voting over the Internet” or “voting on the blockchain” would increase election security, and finds such claims to be wanting and misleading. While current election systems
are far from perfect, Internet- and blockchain-based voting would greatly increase the risk of undetectable, nation-scale election failures. Online voting may seem appealing: voting from a computer or smartphone may seem convenient and accessible. However, studies have been inconclusive, showing that online voting may have little to no effect on turnout in practice, and it may even
increase disenfranchisement. More importantly, given the current state of computer security, any
turnout increase derived from Internet- or blockchain-based voting would come at the cost of losing meaningful assurance that votes have been counted as they were cast, and not undetectably
altered or discarded. This state of affairs will continue as long as standard tactics such as malware,
zero day, and denial-of-service attacks continue to be effective. This article analyzes and systematizes prior research on the security risks of online and electronic voting, and shows that not only do
these risks persist in blockchain-based voting systems, but blockchains may introduce ‘additional’
problems for voting systems. Finally, we suggest questions for critically assessing security risks of
new voting system proposals.
Key words: blockchain voting; election security; electronic voting

Introduction
Computers and the Internet have brought great benefits: improving
efficiency, reliability, scalability, and convenience of many aspects of
daily life. Some naturally ask, “why don’t we vote online?” Voting
online seems tantalizingly convenient: just a few taps on a phone
from anywhere, without breaking your daily routine, taking off from
work, or waiting in line. However, voting online has a fatal flaw.
Online voting systems are vulnerable to serious failures: attacks
that are larger scale, harder to detect, and easier to execute than
analogous attacks against paper-ballot-based voting systems.
Furthermore, online voting systems will suffer from such

vulnerabilities for the foreseeable future given the state of computer
security and the high stakes in political elections.
While convenience and efficiency are essential properties of election systems, just as security is, these goals must be balanced and
optimized together. An election system is ineffective if any one of
these goals is compromised.
Exposing our election systems to such serious failures is too high
a price to pay for the convenience of voting from our phones. What
good is it to vote conveniently on your phone if you obtain little or
no assurance that your vote will be counted correctly, or at all?
Those who favor increasing turnout, reducing fraud, or combating disenfranchisement should oppose online voting because the
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Table 1. Four categories of voting systems

3

Voter-verifiable paper ballots
Unverifiable or electronic ballots

In-person

Remote

Precinct voting
DRE4 voting machines

Mail-in ballots
Internet/mobile/blockchain voting

The top row is “software-independent” and far less vulnerable to serious failure than the bottom row. The bottom row is highly vulnerable and thus unsuitable
for use in political elections, as explained further under “Vulnerabilities of electronic voting systems” below.

1
2
3

See Stewart and Taylor [4] for a concise overview of relevant studies up
to 2018, including additional references.
For example, Voatz, FollowMyVote, and Votem.
See “Minimal election security requirements” section for more discussion
of voter verifiability and paper ballots.

may lead to support and adoption of more secure, more transparent
election equipment (addressing the many security flaws that have
been documented in existing voting systems, as extensively documented for US voting equipment [23–25]).
However, the political expediency of adopting a “high-tech” solution also poses the risk that proposals may be too quickly pursued,
before allocating sufficient time and funding for independent audits
and feedback from security experts. New technologies should be
approached with particular caution when a mistake could undermine the democratic process. After all, election systems have been
designated as national critical infrastructure implicating a “vital national interest” [26].

The surprising power of paper
A natural but mistaken inclination is to entirely replace existing voting methods with the latest digital technologies. Some ask: “Why
wait in polling place lines to cast votes on clunky old voting
machines, when votes could be cast from voters’ computers and
phones over the Internet—using the same security protocols protecting online shopping, banking, cryptocurrency transactions?”
But, perhaps counterintuitively, getting rid of not only outdated
voting equipment but also paper ballots risks “throwing the baby
out with the bathwater” and making elections much less secure.
Security considerations for online shopping and online banking
are different than those for election systems, in two key ways.
First, online shopping and banking systems have higher tolerance
for failure—and they do fail. Credit card fraud happens, identity
theft happens [27], and sensitive personal data are massively
breached (e.g., the 2017 Equifax breach [28]). Online shopping and
banking are designed to tolerate failure: merchants, banks, and
insurers absorb the risk because doing so is in their economic
interest.
Governments may also provide legal recourse for victims (as for
the Equifax settlement [29]). But for elections, there can be no insurance or recourse against a failure of democracy: there is no means to
“make voters whole again” after a compromised election.
Users of Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies have lost hundreds
of millions of dollars [30] due to theft, fraud, or mistake.
Cryptocurrencies have fewer risk-absorption mechanisms than traditional banking; losses often fall directly on the victims, with no
third party to provide relief.
The second key way in which the threat profile of online banking, shopping, and cryptocurrencies differs from that of elections is
the skill level and aims of the adversary. Elections are high-value targets for sophisticated (nation-state) attackers, whose objective is not
fraudulent financial transactions but changing or undermining confidence in election outcomes. A technically unsophisticated voter
may be attacked by the world’s most sophisticated adversaries.
4

“DRE” stands for “direct-recording electronic.” This includes any machine that records votes only electronically (e.g., many touchscreen voting interfaces).
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possibility for serious failure undermines these goals. Increased turnout only matters in a system that meaningfully assures that votes are
counted as cast. The increased potential for large-scale, hard-to-detect attacks against online voting systems means increased potential
for undetected fraud, coercion, and sophisticated vote tampering or
vote suppression targeting specific voter groups.
What is more, online voting may not increase turnout. Studies
on online voting’s impact on voter turnout have ranged from finding
no impact on turnout (e.g., Switzerland [1]) to finding that online
voting slightly decreases turnout (e.g., Belgium [2]) to finding that
online voting slightly increases turnout but is nonetheless “unlikely
to solve the low turnout crisis” (e.g., Canada [3]).1[4] Studies of
Estonian elections have also suggested that turnout changes due to
online voting may favor higher-income and higher-education demographics [5]. Recent US studies demonstrate significant demographic
disparities in smartphone ownership (e.g., in gender, income, and
education) [6].
Yet proposals for online voting have increased. These proposals
are often misperceived as promoting the goals listed above: increasing turnout, reducing fraud, or combating disenfranchisement and
coercion. Some online voting proposals have promised added security based on blockchain technology,2 and have continued development and deployment despite vocal opposition by computer security
and blockchain experts [7, 8] and technology reporters [9, 10].
A prominent example is the blockchain-based mobile voting app
“Voatz,” deployed in 2018 in West Virginia for overseas military
voters in the US midterm elections [11, 12], and in several other US
states for smaller-scale (municipal/county) elections [13, 14]. Recent
research shows that Voatz suffers from serious security vulnerabilities enabling attackers to monitor votes being cast and to change or
block ballots at large scale, unnoticed by voters and election officials
[15].
A blockchain-based voting system was also used in Moscow,
Russia, for its September 2019 city council elections [16]. Though
some system code [17] was published and security researchers were
invited to audit it [18, 19], the system was shown to be gravely vulnerable—not once, but twice (the second time after a proposed fix)
[20]. Moscow responded constructively to the first reported vulnerability, but appears to have largely ignored the second. Japan and
Switzerland have also conducted smaller blockchain voting experiments [21, 22].
The recent interest in online and blockchain voting proposals
appears related to a growing political enthusiasm for improving and
modernizing election systems—and for increasing their security
from malicious interference (a topic of particular recent prominence
in American politics). This is a promising trend, given that historically, many election authorities have been heavily constrained by limited funding for election equipment. We hope that this enthusiasm
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From a computer security perspective, securing an online voting
system is a starkly different—and much harder—problem than
securing online shopping or banking system.
Surprisingly, low-tech paper ballots may help protect against
malfunctions or attacks of higher-tech voting system components
(as discussed more under “Vulnerabilities of electronic voting systems” below).

Minimal election security requirements

The secret ballot. Ballot secrecy is essential to combat voter corruption and coercion. As the US Supreme Court has put it, “a widespread and time-tested consensus demonstrates that [ballot secrecy]
is necessary in order to serve. . . compelling interests in preventing
voter intimidation and election fraud” [33]. Protecting ballot secrecy
provides a strong and simple protection against coercion and vote
selling: if you cannot be sure how anyone else voted, this removes
your incentive to pay them or threaten them to vote the way you’d
like.6 Indeed, election law scholars have noted that “[b]ribery of voters was far and away the greatest impediment to the integrity of elections before the introduction of the secret ballot, a fact well known
not only to historians but to readers of great 19th century fiction”7
[34].
Software independence. Software independence [35, 36] is the property that an undetected change or error in a system’s software cannot cause an undetectable change in the election outcome. Software
independence is a key property to ensure auditability of the casting,
collecting, and tallying components of election systems. And even
beyond ensuring that any errors that occur are detectable, software
independence also reduces the likelihood of large-scale errors or
5

6

The term “audit” in the elections context is often used to refer to “postelection audits,” a particular type of auditing that checks some subset of
the ballots after the main count is performed, in order to check that those
ballots are consistent with the claimed outcome. Here, the term “audit”
is used in its more general sense, encompassing checking or verifying the
correct functioning of system components at any point during the election process.
After taking your payment, they would have no incentive to follow your
instructions; and in the case of coercion, there would be no way to credibly follow up on the threat.

attacks occurring in the first place: software-based systems are much
more susceptible to “scalable” failure than non-software-based systems (as discussed more under “Vulnerabilities of electronic voting
systems” below). For example, a remote programmer changing a
line of code could in principle change millions of electronic ballots
in milliseconds, whereas changing millions of paper ballots requires
physical access and one-by-one handling.
Software independence does not require systems to not use software at all: rather, it means that the work of any software-based
piece of the system (including auditing components) be checkable, in
principle, using non-software-based means.8 For example, a system
for ballot casting, collection, and tallying would need to produce an
evidence trail with an associated verification procedure to check
that the system (i) recorded votes as intended, (ii) collected them as
recorded, and (iii) counted them as collected, in any given execution.
The basic definition of software independence leaves open by whom
errors should be detectable: the appropriate answer to this question
depends on the context, but using the tripartite framework just mentioned, individual voters should be able to detect errors in (i) and
(ii), and anyone should be able to detect errors in (iii). Who can verify (i) and (ii) is constrained by the ballot secrecy requirement from
above.
Without software independence, an undetected error in a piece
of code could cause an undetected or unconfirmable error in the
election outcome—and, as discussed under “Vulnerabilities of electronic voting systems” below, our state of the art is far from achieving error-free code. Democracy—and the consent of the governed—
cannot be contingent on whether some uncheckable software correctly recorded voters’ choices.
Voter-verifiable ballots. Even before ballot casting, a voter composing a ballot must be able to verify for herself that her prepared ballot
reflects her intended choices. Paper ballots inherently enable simple
verification that ballots are recorded as intended: a property that is
challenging for electronic-ballot systems to achieve. “With a handmarked paper ballot, the marks on the ballot necessarily reflect
what the voter did, and we can have reasonable assurance that the
human-readable mark on the ballot is for the candidate actually
intended by the voter” [31]. A voter looking at their completed
paper ballot can directly see whether their intended choices are
marked (and, in principle, detect any mistakes they made).
Contestability. Software independence alone leaves another question
unresolved: when an error is detected, can the one who detected it
convince others that an error indeed occurred? Some types of errors
may be publicly detectable, rendering the second question moot
(since then anyone can run the verification procedure for themselves). However, certain verification procedures may be nonpublic:
e.g., certain errors related to a given voter’s vote might be detectable
only by that specific voter. A contestable voting system is one that
7
8

They reference Charles Dickens’ Bleak House, George Eliot’s Felix Holt,
Radical, and Anthony Trollope’s Doctor Thorne.
In practice, of course, the “practicality” of running the verification procedure with minimal or no dependence on software is an important
issue—and one unaddressed by software independence, which just represents a minimum threshold of auditability. To facilitate auditing with little to no realistic reliance on software, it is strongly preferable to have
systems that either have verification procedures simple enough for people
to execute without using software at all “or” have open-source and publicly documented verification procedures, which voters and/or the public
can perform using their own software.
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Evidence-based elections
“The principle of ‘evidence-based elections’ is that. . . election officials should not only find the true winner(s) of an election, but. . .
also provide the electorate convincing evidence that they did” [31,
32]. This compelling requirement implies both that the election system must be auditable (meaning it creates an evidence trail that can
be checked to confirm that each relevant part of the system is functioning correctly as intended) and that any given election run using
that system must be audited (meaning that that evidence trail is actually checked in that given instance).5 Auditability alone isn’t enough,
and must be accompanied by auditing to be effective: auditability
without auditing is like collecting receipts so you can check your
credit card bill, then never checking the receipts against the bill. In
short (paraphrasing [32]), auditability þ auditing ) evidence-based
election.
Next, we highlight five minimal—necessary but insufficient—
requirements for secure elections in an evidence-based framework:
(i) ballot secrecy; (ii) software independence; (iii) voter-verifiable
ballots; (iv) contestability; and (v) auditing.

3

4
provides publicly verifiable evidence that the election outcome is untrustworthy, whenever an error is detected [37].9

Categories of voting systems
This article suggests four main categories of voting systems, determined by two key system attributes (also depicted in Table 1):
1. Are votes cast in person at a polling site, or remotely?
2. Does the system have voter-verifiable paper ballots or are ballots
represented in a format that is not verifiable by voters?
Not every voting system that uses a phone, the Internet, or blockchain technology necessarily falls in the bottom-right category. For
instance, an in-person paper-ballot-based voting system could use
such technology as an auxiliary tool: e.g., allowing voters to use
their phones to better understand the instructions or streamline creation of a paper ballot,10[38] and/or saving a copy of the vote cast
by paper ballot in an electronic format (perhaps on a blockchain).
This article does not oppose the use of technology in the context of
in-person voting systems with hand-marked paper ballots, and
would support it in many contexts.
However, almost all proposals billed as “Internet voting,”
“mobile voting,” or “blockchain voting” involve remote voting over
the Internet with electronic-only recording of votes; such schemes all
fall in the bottom-right category.
Of course, it would be even better if the correct outcome could be recovered in case of a dispute; detectability is just a minimum requirement. A
system that is software independent and also enables this sort of recovery
(based on the evidence trail produced during the election) is called
“strongly software independent” [37].
10 For example, Los Angeles County has allowed voters to preload decisions on their phones and easily transfer the saved choices to ballots at
the physical polling place [38].
11 We do not distinguish between “mobile voting” and “Internet voting”
more generally; mobile voting transmits information over the Internet,

Accordingly, this article uses “Internet voting” and “blockchain
voting” to refer to schemes in the bottom-right category only.11 We
consider “blockchain voting” a subcategory of “Internet voting,”
since all blockchain voting proposals transmit information over the
Internet.
The top row and the left column of Table 1 are, respectively,
strongly preferable to the bottom row and the right column in terms
of security risk. We consider the top row suitable for political elections, with in-person voting preferable to mail-in voting wherever feasible (as indicated by their graduated green color). Importantly, toprow systems are software independent; bottom-row systems are not.
We consider the bottom row unsuitable for political elections for
the foreseeable future, due to their lack of software independence
and the greater risk of compromise compared to corresponding
alternatives in the top row. The “Vulnerabilities of electronic voting
systems” and “Blockchains as a ballot box” sections, below, explain
this heightened risk.
The left column of Table 1 is preferable to the right column, because remote voting systems enable coercion and vote selling. Voters
using remote voting system lack the seclusion provided by a physical
polling place, so a coercer or vote buyer can look over the shoulder
of a voter to confirm that they are voting as instructed (or paid)
to.12 In contrast, if voters are secluded at physical polling sites,
coercers or vote buyers cannot know the vote really cast, rendering
coercion and vote-buying ineffective.
A final note on our categorization: there may be proposals that
appear not to fall squarely into our four-way categorization, by
attempting to have electronic records that are somehow voterverifiable.
A number of recent pieces of proposed legislation in the USA have
recognized the need for paper-ballot-based voting systems (i.e., the
top row of Table 1) and put forward the requirement of paper ballots
(e.g., [39–41]). For example, the SAFE Act [39] requires durable
paper ballots; that voters be able to inspect marked ballots before
casting; that voters with disabilities have an equivalent opportunity to
vote (including privacy and independence) to other voters; that voting
technology be manufactured domestically; and other basic security
requirements such as air-gapping.13 However, such legislation is not
necessarily likely to pass in the near future; in order to become law, it
must also pass an eventual vote in the Senate.
Scope and terminology
This article uses “online voting” and “Internet voting” synonymously, in accordance with popular usage, to refer to any system where
voters cast votes via the Internet—including blockchain-based and
mobile voting systems. We use “electronic voting” to refer to any
system where votes are cast purely electronically (i.e., the bottom
row of Table 1).14 Online voting is a kind of electronic voting.
Much of our reasoning applies to all electronic voting, while some
applies only to online or blockchain voting.

9

12

13
14

and is a subcategory of Internet voting. We avoid the term “mobile
voting” henceforth.
Mitigation proposals (such as allowing voters to submit multiple votes
but only counting the last one) may help, but only if the adversary can’t
monitor the voter until polls close (e.g., because the polls close soon, or
because they live together).
Air-gapping means maintaining a device disconnected from the Internet
and from any internet-connected device.
This may include systems that use paper somewhere: e.g., if votes are
cast and stored electronically, but a nonvoter-verifiable copy of each
electronic vote is printed out during the process.
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Auditing. As already mentioned, in addition to being auditable
(which, for casting-and-tallying systems, corresponds to software independence and contestability), elections should be audited.
Auditing checks that the evidence is trustworthy and, for castingand-tallying systems, consistent with the announced election outcome. Both auditability and auditing are necessary for evidencebased elections. Such auditing should include compliance audits and
risk-limiting audits [32]. Furthermore, “[t]he detection of any software misbehavior does not need to be perfect; it only needs to happen with sufficiently high probability” [35].
Election equipment may fail. The system must be designed not
only to prevent failures, but also to ensure timely detection of failures when they occur: the public has a right to know about failures
in the election process.
We refer the interested reader to Appel and Stark [31] for a more
in-depth discussion of security requirements in evidence-based elections. This article’s analysis focuses on the limitations of online and
blockchain-based voting which means that they will not foreseeably
be able to satisfy even these minimal requirements. Indeed, the interaction of these requirements is remarkably complex; it is surprisingly challenging to design systems that achieve even the minimal
requirements all at once, and no currently known technology—
including blockchain—is close to enabling mobile or Internet voting
systems to simultaneously achieve of all these requirements.
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This article focuses on systems for casting and tallying votes (the
focus of recent online and blockchain-based voting proposals).
Internet- or blockchain-based technologies may help with other
aspects of elections (e.g., auditing or voter registration), but that is
not covered here.
Finally, this article focuses on the heightened security required,
and particular threats faced, by political elections. Some elections,
such as professional society elections, may have less stringent security requirements.15 Whether electronic voting is suitable for such
applications depends on the circumstances and is not covered here.
“Election” should be read as “political election” henceforth.

Vulnerabilities of electronic voting systems
This section argues that there is a class of security flaws that so
gravely undermine election integrity—and thereby, democratic legitimacy—as to outweigh countervailing interests, and that electronic
voting is more vulnerable to such failures than paper-based
alternatives.
We call these serious failures: situations where election results
have been changed (whether by simple error or adversarial attack)
and the change may be undetectable, or even if detected, be irreparable without running a whole new election.
Merely the fact and public perception that the system is vulnerable to such failures may reduce an elected official’s legitimacy and
therefore destabilize a democracy. Vulnerability to serious failures
thus undermines government legitimacy, whether or not the vulnerability was exploited by an attacker.
Even simple, well-understood tools like paper ballots are not totally immune to serious failures. For instance, if an election official
may handle ballots in secret, they may undetectably destroy ballots
cast against a particular candidate. If the malicious authority is
crafty enough, and the margin of victory small enough, it can discard ballots such that the public may never know. This is why most
election authorities employ transparency measures, such as allowing
independent observers (including representatives from either party)
to monitor and contest any part of the election process [42].16[43,
44] Such monitoring enhances accountability in the presence of an
auditable paper trail, but could be meaningless if key parts of the
election process are shrouded in the internal operations of
computers.
Unfortunately, independent observers and monitors have limited
ability to prevent such failures: no group has infinite funds, time,
and expertise. While acknowledging such limitations, we identify
15

two categories of “showstopper” vulnerabilities that effectively
eliminate election authorities’ ability to prevent or remediate serious
failures.
1. Scalable attacks: If the adversary’s cost to tamper with the election is much less than the defender’s cost to prevent such attacks,
attempts to prevent, remediate, or even discover the failures may
be impossible in practice. Scalable “wholesale” attacks affecting
election outcomes are much more dangerous than “retail”
attacks affecting only a few votes.
2. Undetectable attacks: If an attacker can alter the election outcome without any realistic risk of the modification being caught
(by voters, election officials, or auditors), the attack becomes impossible to prevent or mitigate.

Systems attacks
Device exploitation is the act of adversarially modifying a computer’s hardware, software, or equipment to allow attackers to gain
access to information and/or otherwise change the system’s operation. It is clear that exploitation can provide an adversary with an
incredible amount of control over digital systems, allowing for scalable and undetectable attacks.
Once exploited, attackers have complete control over targeted
voting systems and how they interact with the voter. Such malware
may prevent casting votes (potentially stealthily, leading voters to
believe they did cast votes), deceive voters about any aspect of the
voting process, publicly expose voters’ choices, or degrade the experience to deter voters from voting at all.
Exploitation is often imperceptible to users, and can often be
done so undetectably that a forensic examination of the device will
not reveal malware’s presence. For example, ShadowWalker, a particularly advanced example, exists only in memory, and cannot be
examined by the most privileged levels of the operating system [45].
Such malware is difficult to detect and, after the fact, may remove itself from the system without leaving a trace.
Worse, any communication between a system and the outside
world may lead to exploitation: even when a device is not Internetconnected (i.e., is “airgapped”). Malware has been installed on airgapped devices, e.g., via USB and other removable media [46].
Systems attacks are incredibly scalable and cost-effective
Perhaps surprisingly, election-scale attacks may be inexpensive. In
2012, an unpatched “zero day” Android vulnerability cost roughly
$60 000 [47]. To make a conservative estimate, we can assume that
weaponizing, testing, and leveraging the exploit and associated malware might increase the cost by two orders of magnitude to
$6 000 000. While this might seem like a hefty sum, the total campaign expenditure for one candidate in the 2016 US Presidential
election was roughly $768 million [48]. Compared to the research
and development budget of a nation state’s intelligence apparatus,
such exploit costs would be negligible.
Once prepared, a vulnerability may be used many times, and a
single use could affect many votes. Attacking centralized services
like voting machine manufacturers, or voter registries (as in the
2016 US Presidential election [49]) may provide a cost-effective way
of affecting many votes via few compromised machines, potentially
enabling quietly alteration of an election outcome.

Also, blockchain protocols and smart contracts may employ “voting”
as part of their consensus protocol: such protocols are not designed for,
16

and do not meet the security requirements of, political elections, and
they are not covered here.
Specific examples include Ref. [43, 44].
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Organization
Next, the “Vulnerabilities of electronic voting systems” section
defines serious failures and explains how online voting systems are
vulnerable to such failures. After that, the “Blockchains as a ballot
box” section discusses blockchains and how they might be used in
election systems, noting that blockchains do not mitigate any of the
weaknesses inherent to online voting systems (discussed in the preceding section) and may sometimes introduce yet additional weaknesses. Then the “Critical questions” section provides a framework
for election officials and citizens to critically evaluate voting technology proposals taking into account the state of the art in computer
security. Finally, the “Related work” section discusses other related
work, and the “Conclusion” section, naturally, concludes.

5
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Attacks on systems used in practice
Researchers have repeatedly shown that polling-place electroniconly voting devices are vulnerable, even without direct connection
to the Internet. For example, a 2006 paper demonstrated that the
voting system used by much of Maryland and Georgia was insecure
and easily exploited [53], and more recent analyses have shown that
such systems have not improved [24].
Internet-connected electronic voting has also been attempted and
shown to be equally vulnerable. Analyses have been performed on
Internet voting systems in Estonia [54]; Washington, DC [55]; and
Switzerland [56], all of which were found to be vulnerable to serious
failures.
Alarmingly, there is significant evidence that election systems
have been targeted by foreign adversaries. For example, the Russian
government has infiltrated voter registration databases related to
Florida and Illinois [49], and there are indications of similar issues
in Georgia [57].

Mail-in ballots
When a voter cannot otherwise access the polls, election authorities
may provide a remote voting solution, e.g., mail-in ballots for overseas military and other absentee voters.
However, the risks discussed in this section strongly favor in
such cases (i) limiting remote voting to the settings where there is no
feasible alternative and (ii) using mail-in ballots rather than online
voting. While mail-in ballots enable vote selling and coercion, they
are still far less susceptible to large-scale covert attacks than online
voting.
Destroying a mail-in ballot generally requires physical access,
and large-scale efforts must target ballots across post offices that are
geographically and operationally diverse—a very different task from
exploiting a single vulnerability that could stealthily affect millions
of devices with practically the same effort as one device. As a result,
attacks against mail-in ballots are less likely to be scalable or to go
undetected than attacks against purely electronic systems.
17

“Blockchains as a ballot box” section discusses how blockchains could
be used to implement a public bulletin board. However, we argue that
blockchain technology does not add anything “beyond” a way of implementing a public bulletin board, and as such, does not help solve existing issues that E2E-V voting systems share with online voting systems.

See also Federal Voting Assistance Program [58] for more information on the US legal regime governing absentee ballots, including
paper ballot requirements.

End-to-end verifiable voting
Some promising recent proposals called end-to-end verifiable (E2EV) voting systems [59–62] use cryptographic techniques and post
encrypted ballots on a public bulletin board17 such that voters can
verify whether their vote was included in the final tally. End-to-end
verifiability can be a desirable feature to add to either paper-ballotbased or electronic-only voting systems, but does not resolve the
major problems described in this section. (Paper seems likely a key
component in providing receipts in a practical E2E-V system.) Thus,
any system that is electronic only, even if E2E-V, seems unsuitable
for political elections in the foreseeable future. The US Vote
Foundation has noted the promise of E2E-V methods for improving
online voting security, but has issued a detailed report recommending avoiding their use for online voting unless and until the technology is far more mature and fully tested in poll site voting [63].
Others have proposed extensions of these ideas. For example,
the proposal of Juels et al. [64] emphasizes the use of cryptography
to provide a number of forms of “coercion resistance.” The Civitas
proposal of Clarkson et al. [65] implements additional mechanisms
for coercion resistance, which Iovino et al. [66] further incorporate
and elaborate into their Selene system. From our perspective, these
proposals are innovative but unrealistic: they are quite complex, and
most seriously, their security relies upon voters’ devices being
uncompromised and functioning as intended, an unrealistic assumption. They also involve a complex registration phase where voters
may need to visit one or more registrars to securely register their
cryptographic keys. Because they rely on the assumption of uncompromised personal devices, they can afford to make no essential use
of paper.

Importance of transparency
Software is complicated; it is very hard to get it right, and software
bugs are commonplace. Moreover, if the software implements security mechanisms, it should not only be correct but provide credible
assurance of secure operation to those who depend on it. Not only is
the design challenging to get right, but the implementation can be
particularly challenging to get right if the adversary may corrupt
insiders (such as software developers) in the supply chain.
Today, it is best practice, including among cryptocurrency implementations, to adopt open-source development methods.18[67]
Disclosed-source implementations allow one to gain substantial
(though not complete) confidence that the implementation contains
no serious bugs or security holes.
Disclosing security-critical system designs for inspection by
experts and even “the enemy” has been considered good security
practice since the 19th century (Kerckhoffs’s Principle [68]). While
intuition suggests that a secret system design is harder for an adversary to figure out, the lack of scrutiny makes it easier for security
vulnerabilities to remain unnoticed and unaddressed. Moreover,
keeping a system design secret is infeasible for systems in widespread
use—underscoring the importance of security guarantees that hold
even if the design is disclosed. Thus, security-critical software that is
18

Here “open-source” means “disclosed-source,” where the source code
is open for all to read but changes may be controlled. Wallach [67] gives
a detailed discussion of open/disclosed source in voting systems.
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Devices are vulnerable, and digital-only defenses are lacking
Device security relies on many different organizations. Voting system flaws might be introduced by the voting software vendor, the
hardware vendor, the manufacturer, or any third party that maintains or supplies code for these organizations. A voter using a phone
to vote depends not only on the phone vendor, but on the hardware
companies providing drivers for the device, the baseband processor,
the authors of third-party code in the voting software, the manufacturer of the physical device, and the network or any other systems
that the device relies upon to cast the vote. This also raises geopolitical concerns: where are devices manufactured, and who controls
the voter’s network?
Cryptography does not prevent most systems bugs from being
exploitable. Conversely, systems flaws may enable breaking cryptographic guarantees. Writing software to implement cryptographic
primitives and protocols is difficult and subtle [50], and there are
numerous examples of systems flaws leading to the compromise of
cryptographic protocols or primitives [51, 52].
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closed-source carries much higher risk and uncertainty than
disclosed-source alternatives. Accordingly, voting systems should
favor disclosing system designs and code whenever possible.
That said, transparency is not a panacea. One cannot generally
verify that the code running on a given machine is actually the compiled version of the open-source software that was reviewed; devising such verification methods is difficult and an area of ongoing
research.19[69] While transparency (disclosed software and good
cryptographic protocol documentation) seems necessary for security, it is by no means sufficient.

Some recent proposals claim using blockchain technology adds security to electronic voting [70–72]. We show that blockchains do
not address the issues discussed in the “Vulnerabilities of electronic
voting systems” section and might introduce new problems.
We begin by reviewing blockchain technology (“Blockchain
technology overview” and “How to achieve a blockchain interface”
below). Those familiar with blockchain technology may skim or
skip these subsections. Then the third subsection, “Blockchain technology applied to voting”, re-emphasizes and gives examples illustrating that blockchain voting is still online voting, and thus suffers
the same vulnerability to serious failures described in the
“Vulnerabilities of electronic voting systems” section above. The
fourth subsection, “New problems blockchains introduce”, discusses how blockchain-based electronic voting could create additional problems for election systems. Finally, the fifth subsection,
“Voting within blockchains”, describes voting used “within” blockchain technology, which we distinguish from voting in political
elections.

Blockchain technology overview
The term blockchain is used, confusingly, to refer to a wide range of
technologies, including distributed databases, hashing, digital signatures, and sometimes even multiparty computation and zeroknowledge proofs. All of these technologies individually predate the
use of blockchain technology by Bitcoin [73].
A blockchain implements what cryptographers call a public bulletin board: a linear ordering of data with the following properties.
It is append-only: data can only be added to the end of the board,
and never removed; and it is public and available: everyone can read
the data on the board, and every reader sees a common prefix of the
same ordering.
For example, Bitcoin’s blockchain is a list of transactions. Users
can add transactions to the end of the blockchain, and read the
transaction list to learn who owns which bitcoins.
Blockchains have validation rules: by consensus, only data with
a certain format may be appended. For example, cryptocurrency
transactions transferring money must pass certain validity checks or
they will not be appended: the sender must have sufficient funds,
and the transaction must demonstrate the sender’s authorization to
move the funds.
Security is guaranteed only under certain assumptions. In
Bitcoin, security only holds if a majority of the mining hash power is
“honest” (i.e., adheres to the Bitcoin protocol). In other blockchains, the required assumption might be that at least two-thirds of
the participants are honest. If such assumptions are violated, the
19

For example, Fink et al. [69] study the potential use of “trusted platform modules” (TPMs) to mitigate concerns that the software running
is not the software that is supposed to be running. Of course, one still

blockchain might lose its availability, linear ordering, and common
prefix guarantees.
Unlike Bitcoin, E2E voting protocols (see “End-to-end verifiable
voting” above) generally require an authenticated bulletin board or
one where some voting authority signs the contents to indicate that
this is the agreed-upon board for the election.

How to achieve a blockchain interface
To achieve the public bulletin board functionality, blockchains typically operate as follows. A network of computers runs a common
(public) piece of software to agree on an ordered log of data. Users
submit new data with digital signatures, and the software enforces
validation rules: e.g., users cannot create new coins outside the
specified monetary policy. The software also runs a consensus
protocol to agree on the continuing log of data and links the data together using hashes to prevent undetected tampering with past data.
Consensus
Distributed consensus is the problem of many computers agreeing
on a single value in the presence of failures. Before Bitcoin, designers
of consensus protocols assumed that the set of participants was
known, and relied on sending messages to everyone. The core innovation behind Bitcoin is a permissionless distributed consensus protocol whose security is incentive-based, known as Nakamoto
consensus [74]. Bitcoin uses a technique called proof-of-work [75,
76] to select the next block in the blockchain; in Bitcoin, the “work”
is producing a preimage of a partially-fixed hash. Participants who
do this work are known as miners. The first miner to find a preimage broadcasts their block to the Bitcoin network and, once the
block is accepted, is paid in Bitcoin specified in the block they produced; this is called the block reward. The block reward consists of
both newly minted Bitcoin and the transaction fees of the transactions included in the block.
Miners must expend a lot of computational cycles to find this
preimage; this makes proof-of-work energy intensive and its cost
dominated by operational costs. Because of this, most miners have
gravitated to geographical locations with cheap energy, and many
large miners are based in China. The security guarantees of
Nakamoto consensus hold only if the majority of the mining power
behave honestly (i.e., follow the protocol).
Some cryptocurrencies implement a newer type of consensus
protocol called proof-of-stake, which is much less energy intensive.
These protocols are more like traditional consensus protocols except
the set of participants is determined by who holds stake, or coins, in
the system. The security guarantees of these protocols hold only if a
certain fraction of stakeholders (i.e., coin owners) behave honestly.
The advent of permissionless protocols has caused many to take
a second look at distributed databases, where different database
nodes are run by different organizations. These types of databases
are sometimes called permissioned blockchains because, similarly to
permissionless blockchains, they are a verifiable log of records; but
they differ in that the participant set is limited and determined ahead
of time (nodes need permission to join the system). These protocols
improve fault tolerance, and can even tolerate some fraction of malicious nodes (typically up to a third).
Distributed database technology can improve databases’ resilience to computer failures; however, we shall see that this does not
has the concern that the TPM system itself is free from bugs, and in any
case this doesn’t address the correctness of the voting system software.
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address the core problems with electronic voting, discussed in the
“Vulnerabilities of electronic voting systems” section.

Smart contracts
Blockchains may support operations more complex than just transferring coins: e.g., coins may be transferred conditionally, using
scripts or smart contracts. For example, in Bitcoin, coins can be
locked up for a period of time or require multiple signatures to
spend. Blockchains like Ethereum support even richer smart contracts: the Ethereum network functions like a single, global computer running different smart contract programs; these include
applications like prediction markets, games, and marketplaces.
Transaction secrecy
By default, blockchains do not keep transaction details secret: all
Bitcoin transactions are public. A key feature of blockchain technology is that transactions are verifiable, and public verifiability seems
at odds with secrecy. In permissioned blockchains, the participants
running the blockchain can restrict read access to the blockchain.
This can be helpful to limit data leakage, but it comes with a price:
those without access cannot download and verify the blockchain. In
a permissionless blockchain (like Bitcoin), the participant set is unrestricted, so the entire transaction history is public. Some cryptocurrencies use zero-knowledge proofs to hide transaction details (the
participants in the transaction and the amount) while still maintaining public verifiability. A zero-knowledge proof shows credibly that
some statement is true without revealing why that statement is true.
For example, using a zero-knowledge proof, I could convince you
that I know the solution to a specific Sudoku puzzle without revealing the actual answer. Zero-knowledge proofs were invented many
decades before blockchain technology [77] and may be useful for
electronic voting systems (especially E2E-V systems) though they are
not enough alone.
Applications
Blockchains have application beyond cryptocurrencies. For example, IBM uses the Hyperledger Fabric blockchain to record the
provenance of food traveling through a supply chain [78].
Participants include producers, suppliers, manufacturers, and
retailers and the goal is to “provide authorized users with immediate
access to actionable food supply chain data, from farm to store and
ultimately the consumer.” Everledger is a company aiming to track
diamonds using blockchain technology, whose goal is to “create a
secure and permanent digital record of an asset’s origin, characteristics, and ownership [79] .” Note that these applications require entities to make in-blockchain claims about assets and operations in the
real world.

Blockchain technology applied to voting
Bitcoin, the best-known (but not first [80]) example of blockchain
technology, operates in an adversarial environment: anyone can
download the software and join the network, including attackers.
The idea behind Bitcoin is that participants sign transactions to indicate authorization to transfer, and are constantly downloading and
validating the blocks to check that rules are being followed and their
coins are valid. Blockchains use consensus protocols to avoid a single point of failure; these protocols can tolerate a small number of
participants acting maliciously.
These ideas seem as though they might be helpful for electronic
voting: e.g., using cryptographic signatures to make forging votes
difficult, and using hashing and distributed consensus to maintain a
ledger of votes that attackers cannot tamper with unless they co-opt
much of the network. However, it is extremely challenging to make
these techniques work reliably in practice, and a blockchain’s properties only hold if the assumptions underlying a blockchain are not
violated; e.g., a sufficient portion of the participants are honest and
users can get their transactions accepted onto the blockchain.
Even if this is the case, blockchains alone are insufficient for a secure electronic voting system. At most a blockchain could serve as
the public bulletin board in a greater electronic voting protocol; one
would still need to devise ways to achieve the voting requirements in
“Minimal election security requirements” section, such as a secret
ballot, voter-verifiability, and contestability. There are simpler,
more reliable ways to achieve a public bulletin board, such as traditional database technology.
Importantly, blockchains alone do not address the problems
described in “Vulnerabilities of electronic voting systems” section.
In particular, users must still use potentially vulnerable devices and
network infrastructure in a blockchain-based electronic voting system, meaning such a system is still vulnerable to serious failures.
The cryptographic and consensus guarantees of blockchains do not
prevent potential serious failures.
Next, we sketch a possible blockchain-based voting system and
discuss how it fails to address several security issues. This design
does not consider every detail of implementing a voting system on a
blockchain and is not exhaustive, but it demonstrates issues that
would apply to many designs.
Coins as votes
Here is a straw man proposal for “blockchain as a ballot box,”
which underscores several of the points made in this section. The
voting authority, which maintains a voter registry, has each registered user create a public/private key pair, and each user sends their
public key to the registry. Then, the voter registry spends one coin to
each public key. To vote, each user spends their coin to the candidate of their choice. After a period, everyone can look at the blockchain, total up each candidate’s coins, and select the one with the
most coins as the winner.
This straw man design has several problems illustrative of the
problems faced by blockchain-based voting proposals more broadly.
First of all, it does not provide a secret ballot: all votes are public,
and users can prove to a third party how they voted, enabling coercion and vote-selling.
Second, this design relies on users being able to get their votes on
the blockchain in the given election time period. The vote tallier cannot wait for all users to spend their coins because that means a single
user could prevent the election from finishing; there must be some
cutoff point. An adversary able to influence network connectivity or
to conduct a denial-of-service attack could keep users from voting
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Authentication
Users create a digital signature to authorize a transaction to be
added to the blockchain, perhaps spending coins. There is no “user
identity” in the system beyond the signing key itself, and a user may
have many unrelated signing keys. Nodes in the network validate
signatures and check that each batch of transactions maintains financial invariants, e.g., the spender must have sufficient funds to
spend, and/or coins are created following an agreed-upon schedule.
In a blockchain without an associated coin, nodes might validate
other application-specific rules.
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Permissioned blockchains
One might think of using a permissioned blockchain, instead, at
least to address the first and second issues. However, a permissioned
blockchain system would still suffer from the remaining issues, and,
depending on how it is implemented, new ones: if users cannot read
the permissioned blockchain and verify that their votes were
counted, it does not implement a verifiable tally. (If everyone could
read the blockchain, then they could prove how they voted by pointing it out and it would not be a secret ballot.) In permissioned systems, there are even fewer, more homogenous servers to
compromise compared to large public blockchain instances. This
enhances the possibility that they could all be compromised, especially if they run on the same operating system or run the same software. Permissioned blockchains also do not address the issues of key
management or the security of software and hardware on user
devices.
Zero-knowledge proofs for secret ballots
Some cryptocurrency schemes keep transaction contents secret while
still allowing public verification of certain financial invariants, getting around the tension (described above) between secrecy and public verifiability. These schemes use the zero-knowledge proofs
mentioned in the “How to achieve a blockchain interface” section
above. For example, Zerocash [86] and its subsequent
20

Furthermore, adding zero-knowledge proofs would bring new issues
related to the complexity and recency of the technology, which is still in
early stages. New bugs are being discovered: e.g., in 2018, a critical bug
in Zcash was discovered that allowed undetectably counterfeiting

implementation in the cryptocurrency Zcash [87] provide
“shielded” transactions, which do not reveal amounts, senders, or
receivers. Despite this, these transactions’ financial invariants are
still publicly verifiable, much like public blockchain transactions.
One could use these techniques to modify the straw man to support shielded transactions. While this would mean that transaction
data would no longer be publicly visible, the resulting scheme would
still be far from providing ballot secrecy.20[88]
First, a digital-only solution does nothing to prevent physical
monitoring by coercers or vote buyers. Second, zero-knowledge
proofs are designed for a setting where the party with secret information wants to keep it secret (that is why they are using zeroknowledge proofs)—they generally do not prevent that party from
revealing information voluntarily.
Importantly, elections have much higher stakes than cryptocurrency. An attack on many cryptocurrency users would cause monetary loss, an attack on many voters can cause government change.

New problems blockchains introduce
Besides all the usual security issues associated with online voting, a
blockchain-based voting system introduces new security concerns.
Blockchains are designed to be decentralized, run by multiple actors.
This means blockchain protocols require governance and coordination, which can inherently be difficult to manage (as exemplified in
Buterin [89] and Harper [90]). Importantly, blockchain technology
introduces more “complexity” into software and its management.
This additional complexity introduces problems with fixing bugs
and deploying new software. Because decentralized systems do not
have a single point of control, changing the protocol, even for the
sake of addressing vulnerabilities, requires coordination. This means
it takes more time and effort to deploy security fixes in a decentralized system than in a centralized one, and blockchain systems can be
vulnerable for longer periods of time than centralized counterparts.
For example, one Bitcoin software tracker indicates that in 2020,
27% of the Bitcoin network is still vulnerable to CVE-2018-17145,
a resource consumption denial-of-service vulnerability disclosed in
2018 [91, 92]. In a critical application like voting, the ability to
move quickly to unilaterally fix bugs may be essential.
Other work has proposed frameworks for determining when an
application is a good fit for blockchain technology [93–95]. Though
voting requires auditing, it does not warrant the complexity introduced by a technology like blockchain that requires shared governance and shared operation. Elections are inherently centralized (with
a central organization, the government, that is in charge of election
procedures, the contests of the election, the eligibility of the candidates, and eligibility to vote).
Despite Bitcoin launching in 2009, it took several years to gain
users and for developers to gain experience securing the platform.
The technology is still new and under development.
Another independent concern with using some blockchains for
voting is the inadvisability of using new distributed consensus protocols or new cryptographic primitives for critical infrastructure until
they have been well-tested in industry for many years. Distributed
consensus protocols and cryptographic systems are difficult to implement correctly [96, 97]. Zcash and Monero both use relatively
novel cryptographic primitives for privacy, and both have suffered
Zcash coins [88]. Moreover, the additional complexity may render the
voting system (yet more) opaque to the general public, whereas it is important for democracy for the public to believe in the correctness of
election technology—and thus, election results.
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until after the cutoff. Public blockchains, in particular, are limited in
throughput and require fees to submit transactions.
During times of high transaction rates, fees can get quite high,
and transactions can be delayed. An attacker willing to spend
enough money could flood the blockchain with transactions to drive
up fees and keep users from voting until after the cutoff point has
passed.
Third, the design only works if the blockchain properly implements the public bulletin board interface. If the blockchain is compromised—e.g., if a majority of the miners or validators collude—
then they could create multiple versions of the blockchain to show
different people, sowing discord. Or, they could censor certain users’
votes. Several cryptocurrencies have suffered these types of attacks,
where their blockchains have been rewritten [81–83]. Blockchains
are often referred to as “immutable,” but these attacks show that
this is not always true in practice, especially for smaller blockchains.
Fourth, security of this straw man hinges on key management. If
a user loses their private key, they can no longer vote, and if an attacker obtains a user’s private key they can now undetectably vote
as that user. Many users have lost access to their private keys and
thus have lost their cryptocurrency. This has even happened to cryptocurrency exchanges, which have lost hundreds of millions of dollars worth of cryptocurrency to attackers or through bad key
management [84, 85]. Blockchains cannot help if a user’s keys are
compromised; in fact, blockchain-based systems seem to require
using public key cryptography. This blockchain-based electronic
voting system would also need to maintain and run a secure public
key directory.
Finally, all of the above depend on secure software and hardware, as blockchains alone do not provide software independence
for vote casting. If a user’s voting device (probably a mobile phone)
is compromised, so could be their vote.
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valuable starting point to evaluate voting system proposals, and a
basic level of transparency to which the public is entitled.

Voting within blockchains

Stakeholders and adversaries
Elections often have a number of unique stakeholders and adversaries, which may or may not be disjoint sets. Formally delineating the
roles, responsibilities, and powers of these individuals is a necessary
first step in analysis. Groups involved might include the public
(including observers who might not be voters), candidates, voters,
election officials, poll workers, auditors (including foreign observers), system designers, and vendors. Once the list of groups is well
understood, one may then ask questions like:

Blockchain protocols and smart contracts sometimes employ voting
within the blockchain or contract application. This kind of “voting”
is very different from the main topic of this article, namely, voting in
a political election. For example, in EOS, token holders can vote for
validators to participate in the consensus network protocol and select blocks. It is important to disambiguate the use of the term
“voting” here: voting in a political election has different aims and
security requirements from voting in a consensus protocol. A maliciously elected EOS validator could slow down validation or validate incorrect blocks, potentially affecting holders of the EOS
cryptocurrency. Malicious validators in political elections could do
much worse.
Some smart contracts let token holders “vote” on contract outcomes. For example, Augur is a protocol for creating prediction
markets that run on Ethereum where users can bet on the outcomes
of sporting events, market movements, weather, and more [99].
Augur has a built-in token called REP. REP token holders stake their
tokens to vote on real-world outcomes and report them into the
smart contract. REP holders are responsible for participating in contract disputes and will be penalized (they will automatically lose
some of their REP) if they do not participate. These kinds of processes do not fulfill the requirements for secure voting in elections
and are designed for a very different purpose with a different threat
model.

Summary
A bulletin-board-like interface combined with encryption for secrecy
may be helpful for voting, but these techniques still do not address
several fundamental security issues with electronic voting. It remains
unclear what type of role decentralization should play; on the one
hand, systems with a small number of homogenous nodes might be
more likely to suffer from compromise. On the other hand, elections
are inherently centralized, and decentralized systems come with
many drawbacks, including potential congestion and difficulty in
upgrading.

Critical questions
This section provides a list of worthwhile questions that should be
asked about any future online or blockchain-based election system
proposal in order to better understand its security implications, before considering its adoption for high-stakes elections. Much of this
list is inspired by previous examples of failures in Internet voting
schemes [15, 20, 54, 56, 100], questions asked by experts involving
past blockchain-based systems [7], as well as the survey of open
problems E2E-V systems by Bernhard et al. [101].
This list is not intended to be comprehensive, as a short article
like this cannot provide a complete guide to all of the issues that
might be raised about “voting on the blockchain,” or electroniconly voting as a whole. First, the questions raised here relate to voting system security, rather than other important aspects of voting
systems (e.g., usability, cost, accessibility, etc.). Second, security cannot be achieved simply by “passing a checklist”—even given good
answers to all of the questions here, a system could still be insecure.
However, a good set of questions illuminates gaps in reasoning,
poor assumptions, and implementation problems. We believe that
satisfactory answers to these questions are a worthwhile demand: a

•
•
•
•

What guarantees does the system provide if any of these actors
are malicious?
Can any one of these entities or any combination of the above
unduly control the outcome of the election?
What are the capabilities of each of these stakeholders at each
point of the election process?
What can be done to ensure that these actors behave well? Are
any here capable of holding others in the list accountable?

Security objectives and threat model
After the actors in the election are defined, one can then begin
designing a threat model for the election. It is worth noting that election systems often differ in requirements; style of administration,
how important the election is (and, therefore, what sorts of adversaries are expected), and the powers of the participants all shape the
kinds of objectives an election system might have.
•
•

•

•

What security properties is the system intended to have?
What is the threat model? For political elections the threats considered should include at least:
• Compromise of a device’s hardware and/or software, possibly
via supply chain attacks
• Failure to properly record a voter’s choices
• Tabulation errors
• Selling of votes
• Corruption of evidence trail
• Ballot “stuffing” (extra ballots) or ballot destruction
What kinds of plausible attacks are not considered in the system
design? (E.g., does the security of the system depend on “trusted
hardware” or “trusted software”? Are these assumptions valid?)
How many people would an adversary have to corrupt in order
to steal an election?

Security mechanism design
Security mechanisms define how one might achieve the protections
delineated in the security model. Security mechanism design questions help us understand how the system works to fulfill the objectives given the threat model described.
•
•
•
•

What security mechanisms are proposed in the system design?
Are those mechanisms designed to prevent security violations, or
to just detect such violations?
Does the system provide coercion resistance, receipt freeness,
and a secret ballot? How?
What happens when a security violation is detected? Does the
system handle dispute resolution well?
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from critical bugs [88, 98]. Though this applies to all new protocols,
blockchains contribute to this problem.
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•
•

•

Do the proposed mechanisms rely on particular behaviors by certain parties (voters, election officials, etc.) to be effective?
If some, most, or all voting system computers or devices are compromised, what is the worst case effect it could have on the
reported election outcome?
• Would that effect be reliably detectable? How?
What mechanisms enable voters and observers to verify that the
system works as it is intended to, and that the outcomes produced have not been affected by adversarial behavior?

•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

21

•

Cryptography, credentials, and PKI
Many schemes that require electronic components make heavy use
of cryptography, and often also require that voters and administrators maintain public and private keys. As mentioned briefly in previous sections, key management and verification is itself a challenge
that should be studied.
•
•

What evidence does the system produce supporting the reported
outcome?
Why should that evidence be considered trustworthy? Does the
validity of the evidence rely on any assumptions about the correct operation of the system? Does concluding that the evidence
is trustworthy require trusting that one or more computer systems are operating correctly? If so, are those assumptions credible and/or verifiable?
Is that evidence auditable? What forms of audits are supported?
What assurance do they provide, to whom?

Vetting and transparency
Providing proper evidence revolves, in part, on the public’s ability to
perform their own analysis of the system, and to help find and fix
potential flaws. Such analysis not only provides better evidence that
the system is safe, but also crucial in providing legitimacy and public
trust.
•

•

Who can verify the system’s design and operation? Neutral third
parties? In the USA, the federal certification process? Has anyone
performed a security review of the system, outside of those with
financial stake in the company?
How many different parties can verify? What are their expertise
and incentives?
What credible assurance comes out of these verification processes, to whom, about what?
• Is such assurance about a sample implementation before the
election, or about the operation of the system during the election? (In other words: does the verification check the system
separately from any given election, or a particular election
outcome produced using the system?)
What oversight/verification is there that the outsourced components (both people and software) work as intended?
What if a bug is found in the code? How do you discover it?
How do you address it?
If a bug is found, how do you plan on communicating this to the
public? Why should the public believe that this bug is fixed?
Are there terms and restrictions on those that perform security
analyses of the system? Do they allow security researchers to
Lack of vendor receptiveness toward security research, researchers, and
audits is frequently a good indicator of lack of sophistication and experience in security. See, e.g., Ref. [102] for more discussion.

publicly disclose what they found? Can researchers perform this
analysis without permission from the company?
Is the code open source? Can anyone vet the software, or is the
vendor secretive?21[102]
Does the vendor have comprehensive public documentation of
the system’s design, goals, and answers to the other questions
asked in this document?

•

•
•
•

How are keys managed?
What happens if one or more keys are compromised?
Can parties “reset their keys” (choose new keys to replace ones
that have been lost or compromised)? Could the recovery procedure be abused?
What credentials are required to vote?
How do voters obtain those credentials?
What happens if credentials are lost or stolen?

Operation
The threat model, design, and cryptography matter very little if the
actual on-the-ground use of the system bypasses these restrictions.
Operational questions allow us to explore what should happen in
the case that reality differs from what we expect.
•

•

•
•

•

What instructions are given to voters, election officials, and
others to manage exceptional situations or errors? (E.g., what is
a voter supposed to do if they see an incorrect printout or a candidate missing from a ballot?) What evidence enables the error to
be confirmed?
How much outsourcing to vendors is involved in the operational
aspects of the election? Can the election outcome be trusted if
the vendors are not trusted?
What if the system is discovered to be malfunctioning during the
election? How do you discover it? How do you address it?
It is easy to design a system that works fine if everything goes as
expected. How does the proposed system handle unexpected
faults and security violations?
Could a voter credibly prove how they voted to a third party?
(This would violate ballot secrecy.)

Operational privacy
Elections necessarily deal with extensive voter information, including location, address, birth date, party affiliation, and more. Such information can be abused in any number of ways, including
disinformation attacks, and should be strongly protected.
•
•

What nongovernmental parties get access to what data? When,
and for how long is this data retained?
Are voters aware of these entities? Are they publicly
documented?
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Evidence-based elections
A key goal of an election is to prove to the losing party that they
did, in fact, lose. An election system must therefore provide convincing evidence to all parties that the election result is correct, even in
the face of intense scrutiny.
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Are there legal constraints on any of these entities? For example,
are there contractual obligations for deletion and use of the
data? Are these contracts known? For example, do they have
public, enforceable privacy policies?

Related work
The US National Academies recently produced an excellent report
[103] providing an overview of election security. We note that this
report includes a section on “Internet Voting” that briefly discusses
whether blockchains can be helpful in providing additional security,
which concludes (p. 104) that

Other researchers in the computer security and blockchain fields
have written about the risks of blockchain voting in publications
such as Slate [104] and The Conversation [8]. For a nuanced discussion of election security requirements more broadly, we recommend
Appel and Stark’s recent paper [31].
A collection of related online resources is available on Duncan
Buell’s website [105]. Finally, we cannot resist mentioning the lovely
XKCD comic [106] on blockchain voting!
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